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The TSI variability over the last 30 years is relatively well constrained

There is a controversy on how solar spectrum changes 
(400-700 nm - even the phase is uncertain) 

The amplitude of the secular TSI changes is heavily debated
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Figure 5
Sketch of the vertical cross section through a slender magnetic flux tube. The arrows illustrate the various
forms of energy transfer. Red arrows represent vertical convective and radiative energy flux below the solar
surface inside the flux tube (subscript i) and in the external medium (subscript e). Yellow arrows represent
horizontal influx of radiation through the walls of the flux tube (the blue thick lines outline the optical depth
unity, τ c = 1, surface, as seen from above). "Z represents the Wilson depression. Green arrows represent
mechanical energy flux. The cloud sketches the hot chromospheric layers of the magnetic feature [roughly
following a sketch by Zwaan (1978)].

the surroundings into the tubes is represented in Figure 5 by the green horizontal arrows, whereas
the upward transport of the mechanical energy by waves is indicated by the vertical green arrow.

In particular, the longitudinal tube waves steepen as they propagate upward, due to the drop
in density, finally dissipating their energy at shocks in the chromosphere (e.g., Carlsson & Stein
1997; Fawzy, Cuntz & Rammacher 2012). Other forms of heating may also be taking place, but are
not discussed further here. This leads to a heating of the upper photospheric and chromospheric
layers of magnetic elements, which explains their excess brightness in the UV and in the cores
of spectral lines (e.g., CaII H and K; see Rezaei et al. 2007, Schrijver et al. 1989). Whereas the
radiation flowing in from the walls penetrates the small magnetic features completely, for features
with horizontal dimensions greater than roughly 400 km the radiation cannot warm the inner
parts and they remain cool and dark, cf. Grossmann-Doerth et al. (1994). The radiative properties
of sunspots (and to a lesser extent the smaller, but still dark pores) and magnetic elements are
responsible for most of the irradiance variations on timescales of days to the solar cycle and very
likely also beyond that to centuries and millennia, as described in the following sections.
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layers of magnetic elements, which explains their excess brightness in the UV and in the cores
of spectral lines (e.g., CaII H and K; see Rezaei et al. 2007, Schrijver et al. 1989). Whereas the
radiation flowing in from the walls penetrates the small magnetic features completely, for features
with horizontal dimensions greater than roughly 400 km the radiation cannot warm the inner
parts and they remain cool and dark, cf. Grossmann-Doerth et al. (1994). The radiative properties
of sunspots (and to a lesser extent the smaller, but still dark pores) and magnetic elements are
responsible for most of the irradiance variations on timescales of days to the solar cycle and very
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the upward transport of the mechanical energy by waves is indicated by the vertical green arrow.

In particular, the longitudinal tube waves steepen as they propagate upward, due to the drop
in density, finally dissipating their energy at shocks in the chromosphere (e.g., Carlsson & Stein
1997; Fawzy, Cuntz & Rammacher 2012). Other forms of heating may also be taking place, but are
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layers of magnetic elements, which explains their excess brightness in the UV and in the cores
of spectral lines (e.g., CaII H and K; see Rezaei et al. 2007, Schrijver et al. 1989). Whereas the
radiation flowing in from the walls penetrates the small magnetic features completely, for features
with horizontal dimensions greater than roughly 400 km the radiation cannot warm the inner
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In particular, the longitudinal tube waves steepen as they propagate upward, due to the drop
in density, finally dissipating their energy at shocks in the chromosphere (e.g., Carlsson & Stein
1997; Fawzy, Cuntz & Rammacher 2012). Other forms of heating may also be taking place, but are
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layers of magnetic elements, which explains their excess brightness in the UV and in the cores
of spectral lines (e.g., CaII H and K; see Rezaei et al. 2007, Schrijver et al. 1989). Whereas the
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with horizontal dimensions greater than roughly 400 km the radiation cannot warm the inner
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extrapolated to stars by treating them as 
hypothetical Suns with coverage by magnetic 

features different from that of the Sun
 

 

Spectral And Total Irradiance Reconstruction (SATIRE)
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the solar spot (upper panel) and facular (lower
panel) disc area coverages on the S-index of chromospheric activity.
The crosses correspond to the binned values, the thick curves are the
least-square fit dependences (quadratic for spot disc area coverages, and
linear for facular disc area coverages).

While the annual spot disc area coverage is close to zero during
the solar minimum periods, the annual facular disc area cover-
age remains noticeably above the zero level even during the solar
minima.

The disc integrated Ca II S-index of solar activity is propor-
tional to the ratio between the summed flux in the Ca II H and
K cores and the summed flux in two nearby continuum bands
(see Radick et al. 1998, for a detailed discussion) and is of-
ten used as a proxy for solar and stellar chromospheric activity.
However, the techniques employed for measurements of the so-
lar and stellar Ca II indices are different. Additionally, there are
multiple datasets of the solar Ca II index. Therefore various con-
version factors are usually employed to connect different data.
We use daily Sac Peak K-index KSP (Keil et al. 1998) which
can be transformed to monthly Kitt Peak K-index KSP with a
relationship KKP = −0.01 + 1.1KSP (White et al. 1998). The
Kitt Peak K-index can, in turn, be transformed to the S-index:
S = 1.53KKP + 0.04 (White et al. 1992; Radick et al. 1998). The
resulting solar S-index is plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 1.

To establish the dependence of the disc area coverage by ac-
tive regions on the S-index we consider all days for which simul-
taneous measurements of the S-index and disc area coverages by
spots and faculae are available. We sort these days according to
the S-index and split the resulting monotonous series of the S-
index into bins containing 58 days Then we calculate the mean
value of the S-index and disc area coverages for every bin.

Figure 2 illustrates the relationships between the binned disc
area coverage and the S-index. One can see that while facular
disc area coverage increases linearly with the S-index, the spots
display rather a quadratic relationship (see also Foukal 1998;
Solanki & Unruh 2013). Thus the ratio between spot and facular

disc area coverages increases with activity. By applying a least-
squares fit and prescribing the value of the error of the mean disc
area coverage to the standard deviation, we found the following
dependence for the sunspot disc area coverage AS :

AS (S ) = (0.105±0.011)−(1.315±0.130)S+(4.102±0.370)S 2,(1)

and for facular disc area coverage AF :

AF(S ) = −(0.233 ± 0.002) + (1.400 ± 0.010)S . (2)

Here the errors correspond to 1σ-uncertainty. Note that all terms
are significant at the 9σ level. On the contrary, if instead of the
linear dependence in Eq. (2) we use a quadratic relationship, the
quadratic term is insignificant at the 2σ level.

We note that the S-index and the disc area coverages are
strongly variable on the 27-day solar rotation time scale. If in-
stead of the binned values we used time averages (e.g. annual
values), all information about the variability on the solar rota-
tion time scale would be lost and additionally the uncertainty of
the mean disc area coverages would be larger. This would hinder
our analysis.

The minimum annual value of the S-index based on the Sac
Peak Ca II data over the last three solar activity cycles was
reached in 1996 and equals 0.169. According to Eqs. (1)–(2)
this results in AS ≈ 0.003% and AF ≈ 0.36% at that time. The
maximum annual value of 0.188 was reached in 1991, which
corresponds to AS ≈ 0.28% and AF ≈ 3%.

4. Model: calculations of the photometric
brightness and chromospheric activity

In this section we describe the model which allows us to estab-
lish the link between the stellar chromospheric activity (as traced
by the S-index) and the photometric brightness and to explain the
observed patterns of stellar variability.

Our model is conceptually an extrapolation of a simplified
version of the SATIRE model for solar irradiance variability to
stars with different levels of chromospheric activity and, con-
sequently, different coverages by active regions. Following the
SATIRE approach, we decompose the stellar atmosphere into the
four components: quiet regions, faculae, spot umbra, and spot
penumbra. We also employ the SATIRE spectra of these compo-
nents (see Unruh et al. 1999, for the detailed description), which
are known to conform with the disc area coverages described in
Sect. 3 (see e.g. Ball et al. 2011). This ensures the proper repre-
sentation of the solar variability by our model (see also Solanki
& Unruh 2013). We note that when applied to the Sun our model
leads to slightly different results than the model presented in
Knaack et al. (2001), who studied the dependence of the spectral
solar irradiance and the S-index on the angle between the direc-
tion to the observer and stellar rotational axis (hereafter stellar
inclination). The reason for this is that Knaack et al. (2001) used
a slightly different spot model atmosphere and employed a sim-
plified approach to calculate the dependence of the S-index on
inclination.

The main goal of our approach is to extrapolate the depen-
dences established in Sect. 3 (Eqs. 1–2) to higher activity levels
and to use them to calculate stellar spot and facular disc area cov-
erages as functions of the S-index. This allows simulations of a
magnetically active Sun by filling its surface with an increas-
ing fraction of sunspots and faculae. Assuming a fixed umbra
to penumbra area ratio (see Sect. 3), the spot disc area cover-
age can be decomposed into umbral and penumbral coverages.

faculae

spots

Disk coverage factors

Activity from Shapiro et al. (2014)
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variability (young stars). For stars with log R0
HK there is a rela-

tively well-defined increase in the amount of photometric vari-
ability relative to the chromospheric variability. Six outliers lie
well below the rest, including the unusually active star HD 129333.
As before, the nine stars with only one usable comparison star are
plotted using inverted triangles.

Left of the Sun’s location on this diagram there is considerable
scatter, which we attribute mainly to the poorly known level of
photometric activity of these stars rather than to an astrophysi-
cally meaningful effect.

This figure, which we consider a key exhibit in the morphol-
ogy of stellar variability for the Sun and its analogs, raises an
interesting question. Is the Sun’s location, just slightly above the
dividing line, fixed for historical time or could it shift around a
bit? Certainly, during the three solar cycles of modern observa-
tion, there is nothing to suggest that spot activity could over-
take facular activity as the principal component of solar variability.
The answer, apart from whatever theoretical ruminations might
arise, lies in expanding the sample of stars and pushing down the
limits of estimated photometric variability as far as possible. The
answer, therefore, lies in the indefinite future.

4.5. Lessons Learned

In this section we discuss how our results might have been
improved hadwe known in 1984what we know today.We began
our survey of Sun-like field stars in 1984 with the new knowl-
edge that young F7YK2 stars in the Hyades vary at the easily
detected level of a few percent (Radick et al. 1983; Lockwood et al.
1984). This was a revelation, since Jerzykiewicz & Serkowski
(1966) had shown that stars in this spectral range, if they vary at
all, do so at levels below 0.5% on a decadal timescale. The Sun
itself, shown from spacecraft observations in 1980 to be a vari-
able star on a timescale of days (Willson et al. 1981), had yet to
reveal its minuscule cycle timescale 0.1% variation (Fröhlich
2003a, 2003b).

The challenge, as we perceived it in 1984, was therefore to
map out variability downward from the easily detected several-
percent range of Hyades dwarfs to whatever level our instrumen-
tation would allow. To be reasonably certain of not coming up
empty handed, we included a number of young, presumably ac-
tive stars (based on their log R0

HK values) in our sample. These
rewarded us almost immediately by showing variability.

A preliminary reconnaissance of our capabilities based on ob-
servations of planetary targets (e.g., Lockwood 1977, 1981) had

Fig. 7.—Long-term (cycle timescale) photometric variation vs. average
chromospheric activity level.

Fig. 8.—Correlation between photometric brightness and HK emission var-
iations for long timescales based on 13Y20 yr of observation. (top) and 7Y12 yr
of observation from Paper II. (bottom). Many correlations are strengthened and
none of the 32 surviving stars in the longer sample show reversal in the sense of
the correlation.

Fig. 9.—Slope of the regression of photometric brightness variation on HK
emission variation, plotted as a function of average chromospheric level.

PATTERNS OF VARIATION AMONG SUN-LIKE STARS 301No. 1, 2007

Variability as a function of activity  

from Lockwood et al. (2007)
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